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DEMONSTRATION OF THE EXISTENCE OF, La2F 6 GAS AND 

DETERMINATION OF ITS STABILITY 

Harry B. Skinner -and Alan W. Searcy 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, College of Engineering 

Uni vers ity of California, Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

Intensities of ion peaks attributable to LaF3(g) and La2F6(g) have 

been measured as functions of temperature in a mass spectrometer study 

of the equilibrium vapor of lanthanum trifluoride. The vaporization 

data for the monomer are in very good agreement with torsion-effusion data 

of Mar and Searcy. The heat of the reaction La2F6(g) = 2LaF3(g) is 

71.3~.9 kcal/mole at 1577°K. The apparent entropy of sublimation of 

the dimer is about 11 eu/mole lower than expected from studies of aluminum 

halides. It is argued that the principal ion fragment produced from 

La2F6{g) in the mass spectrometer is masked by that from LaF
3

(g) and 

that the partial pressure of La2F 6(g) is about F!o that of the monomer 

at 1575°K, a value about 100 times t tat calculated by conventional 

interpretation of the mass spectrometer data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Dimers are present at high concentrations in the vapors of aluminum 

trihalides but, although scandium, yttrium, and lanthanum trifluorides
l 

I 

d 1 th °d t °fl ° 2-4 i an many an - anl e rl uorldes have been studied with mass spectro-

meters, no d :imers of these fluorides have been reported. By using effusion 

cells with multiple orifices of small diameter we have extended mass spectro_ 

meter measurements of lanthanum fluoride to higher:temperatures and have 

measured as a function of temperature a low intensity peak that arises 

fran dissociative ionization of La
2

F 6. This paper reports the measure-

ments and compares the data obtained for La2F6(g) with data for aluminum 

trihalide dimers 5-7 and for double chlorides of alkali metals and lantha

nide metals. 
8 

Analysis of the enthalpy and apparent entropy data for 

the dimer leads to the conclusion that the true pressure of the dimer 

is not four orders of magnitude lower than that of the monomer as suggested 

by conventional interpretation of intensity data, but only about two 

orders of magnitude lower. 

III 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL 

This study was carried out with a 60° sector, 1 foot radius, magnetic 

deflection mass spectrometer built by Nuclide Associates. The sample of 

lanthanum trifituoride obtained from Semi-Elements, Inc. was heated by 

electron bombardment in a molybdenum Knudsen cell with a graphite liner. 

The lanthanum fluoride of this study was a nominal 99.9% purity, and 

showed .01"Y/o iron as the principle impurity by spectrographic analysis. 

The same material was used for the torsion-effusion portion of the study of 

Mar and Searcy.9 

Three small orifices were employed in each lid to increase the ion 

current signal without exceeding the mean free path to diameter ratio 

above which molecular flow equations become invalid. The limiting ratio 

for LaF
3 

gas has been demonstrated to be about 0.4 as calculated from the 

hard sphere mode1. 9 Two orifice sizes were used, .01 cm diam. and .04 cm. 

diam. drilled in graphite cell lids of thicknesses .025 cm and .1 cm respec-

tively. It should be noted that while some measurements were rrade close 

to the upper pressure limit for molecular flow, bther measurements were 

made well below the limit. The molecules of the beam could not, therefore, 

have undergone the kind of adiabatic cooling with the resultant cluster for-

. 10 11 mat ion that has recently been descrlbed.' No shutterable species were 

+ + 
observed at the mass numbers of LaF

3 
or La2F6 ' but peaks at masses· 

+ + 
corresponding to·'LaF 2 and La2F 6 were concluded to be produced solely by 

dissociative iOl1ization of the monomer LaF3(g) and the dimer La2F6(g) 

respectively. 

+ 
Identification of the species La 2F 5 was made by use of the calibrated 

+ 
gauss indicator to establish the mass as correct for La 2F

5 
. A cell 

ti' 

" 
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+ 
exhaustion experiment proved that the La2F5 intensity dropped in con-

+ junction with the LaF2 intensity. Agreement of data from a graphite..; 

lined tantalum cell with that from the graphite-lined molybdenum cell 

proved that a ~Dreign metal did not contribute to the mass peak. Thermo-

.. + + 
dynamic calculations indicate that contributions to LaF 2 and La 2F 5 ion 

intensities by reactions other than the main vaporization reactions should 

be negligible. 

+ + The intensities of the LaF2 and the La 2F
5 

ions were followed as a 

funCtion of temperature using 70 eV ionizing electrons. Many data 

points were taken during each run with temperatures varied up, then down .. 

Temperatures were measured with a PtjPt-9o% Rh 10% thermocouple clamped 

securely to the mo1¥bdenum cell. About 15 min. was allowed between 

measurements to ensure that equilibrium had been reached. 

+ 
It was necessary at high temperatures to follow the LaF2 that 

resulted from contributions from the low abundance isotope 1a138 because 

intensities from LaF2+ that contained 1a139 were so high that they flooded 

the detector. All data were divided by the appropriate isotopic fractional 

12 
abundance. 

The LaF
3

(g) calculated from a least squares fit of the r+T data of each 

run was made to coincide at the average temperature of thec!'un with the 

lanthanum fluoride pressure of Mar and Searcy.9 The same factor, corrected 

for estimated relative cross sections and electron multiplier gain, was_ 

applied to the dimer intensity. The electron multiplier gain for the dimer 

was estimated to equal that of the monomer and the cross section for electron 

impact ionization for 1a2F6 was estimated to be 1.5 times the cross section 

of LaF
3

• This value is the approximate average found for dimers of alkali 

halides by Berkowitz et al. 13 

III 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 shows the results of two mass spectrometer runs. Pre-

liminary exploratory runs with:the 0.01 cm diam. orifices gave data in 

reasonable agreement withthe data of Fig. 1 but which were not included'be-

cause instrumental variables were not as well controlled in the explora-

tory runs as in the subsequent runs. 

o 0 60 Because the monomer data extend over a 500 range from 1221 K to 173 K, 

the change. in heat capacity for vaporization,£::' C , should not be neglected 
. . p 

in calculation of enbhalpies and entropies of vaporization. Mar and 

Searc~ have estimated the heat capacity for the solid and monomer to be 

C (s) =19.796 + 8.42X 10-3 T - 5.90 X 10
4 

T-2 and C (monomer) = p. . p 

21.323 - 4.o65X 10-
4 

T - 3.375X 105 T-
2 

respectively. The heat capa-

city difference for reactions, 2 ·monomer -dimer from JANAF5 for aluminum 

halides and iron chloride are all about 4 caljdeg~-mole of dimer. This 

constant 4 caljdeg-mole of dimer was applied to give for sublimation Cif a 

mole of 1a2F6 £::'C = -11 caljdeg. Second law enthalpies of sublimation 
p • 

were calculated for the monomer at 148rK, the midpoint of the experimental 

range of Mar and Searcy9 and 1577°K, the midpoint of the range of 

measurements, to be 97.8±0.8 kcaljmole and 96.7±0.8 kcaljmole respectively. 

The enthalpy of sublimation at 1487°K for the monomer is in good agree-

ment with the value of 99.3 kcaljmole of Mar and Searcy but only fair 

agreement with the value 92.0 kcaljmole reported by Kent et al.lat 1324°K. 

The calculated entropy of sublimation of the monomer at l577°K is 42.03±.72 

eu/mole. 
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From the least squares fit of the heat capacity-corrected data for 

the La2F 6 molecule, the entropy and enthalpy of sublimation at l577°K 

were calculated to be 38.4±l.O eu/mole and122~1±1.1 kcal/mole, respec-

tively. The enthalpy and entropy of sublimation of monomers and dimers 

measured in this study yield a dimerization enthalpy for LaF
3

(g) of 

-71.3±1.9 kcal/mole and a dimerization entropy of -45.6±1.8 eu/mole, where 

quoted error limits are standard deviations from the least squares fit. 

Since temperature-dependent errors are easier to control in a tor-

sion-effusion apparatus than in amass spectrometer and since Mar and 

Searc'; demonstrated careful temperature measurement by recording data on 

tin in good agreement with accepted values, their value of 99.3 kcal/mole 

at l487~K should be accepted as the most reliable. Correction of our 

measured temperature dependences for the difference between this value 

and the value 97.8 that we measured at l487°K yields a corrected value 

of 123. ~5.0 kcal/mole for sublimation of the dimer at l577°K. The same 

correction applied to the entropy of sublimation yields a value of 40.3±3.0 

eu/mole at l577°K. The quoted error limits take~ into consideration un-

certainties in measurement of relatively low pressures. These estimated 

limits yield probable error limits on the enthalpy and entropy of dimeri-

zation of ±5.5 kcal/mole and ±3.2 eu/mole, respectively. 

Appearance potentials of ions observed in this work were determined 

by the. method of extrapolated differences using Eg and are shown in Table 

1. Our 

by Kent 

appearance potential data are in good 

1 et ale for fragments of the monomer. 

" <" 

agreement with that reported 

:.: . ..f. 
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The surprising result of this study is not that a dimer of a rare 

earth fluoride has been identified, but that its apparent concentration is 

+ -4 + so low -- the intensity of La2F 5. is only about 10 times that of LaF 2' 

In contrast A12F 6 is reported to constitute about 1.7% of the vapor of 

the al\lIDinum trifluoride when the total vapor pressure is 10-5 atm. The 

aluminum chloride, bromide and iodide dimers vaporize at still higher 

relative concentrations. The _enthalpy of dissociation of La2F6(g) to 

two LaF 3( g) molecules when the monomer pr~ssure is 10-5 atm is 72.6 kcal. 

compared to 48.8 kcal for A12F 6( g)' 7 The ratio of the enthalpy of subli

mation of the monomer to the enthalpy of dissociation of the dimer to two 

monomers, which is usually critical in determining whether a dimer will 

be a major species, 14-16 is 1. 37 for the LaF 3 molecules compared to 1. 38 

for the AlF 3 molecules. The partial pressure ca.lculated for La2F 6 are 

anomalou~ly low because of the ex'ceptionally high entropy measured for 

dissociation of the La2F
6 

dimer to monomer., The exceptional entropy for 
, , , 

Lal' 6 dissociation is apparent from Table II, which reports entrppies for 

dissociation of the trihalide dimers and of alkali halide-metal trihalide 

molecules to the binary halides (for example fOI"KLaCl dissociation to 
.' '4(g) " 

In the absenoe of molecular structure and internal energy data which 

would permit calculation of entropies of the lanthanum fluoride vapor 

species by the methods of statistical mechanics, one cannot say with 

absolute certainty that the apparent entropy determined in this study is 

erroneous. But the anomalous entropy argues strongly that some systematic 

" ' + ~ 
error was made either in measurement of La2F5 /LaF2 ion intensity ratios 

or in calculation ,of La1'6/LaF3 pressure ratios from the measured intensities. 
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The most obvious possible source of such an error, failure to attain equili-

brium for dimer vaporization, is ruled out by excellent agreement in inten-

s ity- ratios measured with orifice areas that differed by a factor of 16. 

The discrepancy could be explained by a breakdown in the propor-

tionality rule: 
+ P dI I T 

This possibility was suggested by Berkowitz et. a1. 3 for lithium fluoride. 

The probable cause faVlored by those authors to explain the temperature trenc, 

. + 
in fragmentation of LiF(g) was the formation of Li with excess kinetic 

energy. The very good agreement obtained in the present study for the 

temperature depmdence of LaF 3( g) pressures witb that obtained by the 

torsion-effusion metbod implies tbat no such STor exists for tbe monomer 

and, therefore, that such an effect would have to be an exclusive pecularity 

of the dimer. To reconcile the measured intensity ratio with an expected 

entropy of ";':;35 for dimer dissociation to monomers would require; tbat tbe 

efficiency of ionization at tbe highest temperature of measurement relative 

to that at the lowest temperature of measurement vary by a factor of about 

5. Since significant temperature dependences,: for fragmentat ion have not been 

clearly established for any bigh temperature systems, such a large varia-

tion in ionization efficiency seems higbly improbable. Furthermore, a 

less drastic explanation of the anomalous data is provided by comparison 

with fragmentation patterns for complex salt molecules. 

Table III lists fragmentation patterns reported for several complex 

moleculEisfor which tbe prinCipal ion bas been identified as a small frag-

ment of the parent molecule. In each of tbese examples, tbe reaction tbat 

seems most reasonably to explain production of the observed ion from the 

singly ionized parent molecule is one that yields the observed ion, a 

/' ,: '"",':-
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halogen atom, and a neutral monomer of one of the constitutent salts. 

For example, 

(1) 

It is well established 17 that a~se<luence of monomolecular dissociation 

reactions ca.n give rise to several fragments of the parent ion such as 

indicated in reaction 1. The analogous reaction for the lanthanum fluoride 

dimer would be 

. + 
It'is reaction 2, rather than La2F6 

(2) 

+ = La2F5 + F, which from 

behavior of related polymeric species Under electron bombardment would be 

expected as the principal reaction of an excited La2F6+ ion. But this 

+ +.' ,-
reaction is masked by the higher LaF2 ' intensity from LaF

3 
fragmentation. 

- + 
The appearance potential for LaF2 from reaction 2 can be calculated 

from the enthalpy of dissociation of the dimer to monomer and from the 

appearance potentials of La~ 5+ and LaF2 + to be 14.geV compared to 11.8 eV 

+ for LaF
2

' from the monomer. The occurence of reaction 2, therefore, would 

nat be revealed by measurement of LaF
2
+ intensities as a function ofelec

tron energies. 

We conclude that reaction 2 is probably the principal reaction under-

gone by La2F 6 when ionized by 70 eV electrons. The temperature dep endence 

for vaporization of the dimer calculated from La2F
5
+ intensity measurements 

and the enthalpy of dissociation of dimer to monomer and of sublimation of 

the dimer derived from that temperature dependence ar~ correct. The partial 

vapor pressure of the dimer is best estimated by assuming the entropy 
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of dissociation of dimer to monomer to be about the same as for A12F6 , 35 eu 

per mole ofdimer, from which the partial pressure of La2F6 dimer is cal-

-8 culated .tobe 6.~10 atm. when the partial pressure of the monomer is 

10-5 atm. Figure 1 sh~ws the est imated true pres sure of the dimer. 

We piliin next to study Ceil 6( g)' We anticipate that the extra 

electron :of each cerium atom will give rise to a small increase in stability 

of the dimer· relative to the monomer and will cause a change in fragmentation 

18 . 
patterns for both monomer and dimer. A higher intensity of dimer would, 

and a changed fragmentation pattern could, make easier the problem of 

analysis of the monomer~dimer stability relationships. The cerium 

fluoride study should, therefore, not only be interesting in itself but 

should strengthen or weaken the credibility of the analysis we have pre-

sented of our lanthanum fluoride data. 
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TABLE I 

Appearance potentials of ions in the mass spectra of LaF3(g)" 

Ion This work (eV) Kent et ale (e,V) 
.J 

La+ 26.9 26.5 

LaF+ 18.5 18.5 

LaF + 
2 11.8 12.0 

La2F5 
+ 12.4 

I 
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TABLE II Entropy changes for the reactions 2 MX3(g) ~ (MX3 )2(g) and, 

NX(g) + MX3(g) ~ NMX4(g) in the experimental temperature 
r,:. 

range. 

!\:., 
(eu) Associated CompoUnds - b. S Reference 

(A1I3 )2 33·9 5 

(A1C1
3 

)2 34.3 5 

(A1Br
3

)2 37.4 5 

(AlF 3)2 35.0 6,7 

(LaF3 )2 45.6 this wock 

(FeC13 )2 33·9 5 

NaLaC14 32.S±l.S 8a 

NaNdC14 33.3 Sb 

NaErC14 34 ±5 Se 

KLaC14 32 ±9 Sd 

KCeC14 32.6±3 Sd 

KPrC14 32.6±3 Sd 

KNdC14 32.6±3 Sd 

KErC14 32.6±2 Se 

CsNdC14 29.S Sb 

\,! 
CsErC14 30.S 8b 

'. 

,,", 
';., '-". ";" :t 
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TABLE III Fragmentat ion patterns for some complex molecules 

Parents Observed Ions Intensity Reference ~I 

KCl-ErC1
3

· + 8f K 59 .) 

+ 
(30V electrons) KCl 0.76 

+ 0.63 Er 

ErCl + 0.56 
+ 

ErCl~. 1.9 

KErC12 0.16 

KErCl; 1.0 

+ 
67.6 8b . CsCl-ErC~ Cs 

+ (52V electrons) . CsCl .88 

Cs2Cl + 
.96 

ErCl; .79 
CsErCl+ .. 2 .04 

CSErCl:t 1.0 

CsCl-NdC~ 8b 
+ (51V electrons" Cs 526 

CsCl + 5.84 
+ .26 cs~ 

Cs2Cl 4.58 
+ Nd 1.05 
+ 1. 74 NdCl 

NdCli 6.05 

NdCl 0.16 

CSNdCl! 0.05 r:-i 

CSNdC~ 1 

+ 
~. 

LiBeF
3 

Li 2·9 19 
. + 

(60v electrons) LlBeF~ 1 

LiF .06 

Li2BeF4 
. + 

Ll2F 40 19 
(60v electrons) Li2BeF; 1 
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